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Another year has passed and around here, that means it’s time to ship out
the 2013 Year in Review Volume.  The 2013 edition, the sixteenth in the series
(it’s hard to believe it’s been sixteen years), is the best ever, topping out at 811
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Besides all the jury verdicts, readers have access to fourteen years of
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Civil Jury Verdicts 
  Complete and timely coverage of

civil jury verdicts including circuit,

division, presiding judge, parties,

case number, attorneys and results.

Medical Negligence - An

orthopedist was blamed for

mismanaging a knee infection

following a knee replacement – the

infection ultimately resulted in

renal failure, the plaintiff becoming

dialysis dependent – while the

plaintiff prevailed at trial (5 ½ years

after the medical error) and took

damages of $6,000,000, she died just

eleven days later

Pugh v. Love, 09-991   

Plaintiff: Mitchell D. Kinner, Kinner 

& Patton, Paintsville

Defense: Clayton L. Robinson and 

Devin M. Hendricks, Robinson &

Havens, Lexington

Verdict: $6,000,000 for plaintiff

Court: Greenup, Special Judge

Rebecca Phillips, 

6-10-14

    Barbara Pugh, then age 69 and the

long-time owner of Castle Jewelry in

Paintsville, underwent a right knee

replacement surgery on 1-13-09 at

Our Lady of Bellefonte Hospital.  It

was performed by an orthopedist,

Dr. Robert Love.  The surgery itself

was not remarkable.

    Pugh showed signs of an infection

in her knee over the next month.  As

the infection worsened at the site of

the replacement, Love made a

decision to irrigate and debride the

infection.  He did so in an

arthroscopic surgery on 2-19-09.

    Love’s efforts to did not improve

the situation.  The infection persisted

and Pugh developed Stevens-

Johnson Syndrome.  That syndrome 

was linked to the development of

renal failure and septic shock.  Pugh

was hospitalized for an extended

period of time.  

    The knee replacement was

ultimately removed and Pugh’s knee

was fused together.  More

significantly the renal failure was

permanent.  Pugh became dialysis-

dependent, undergoing the treatment

three times a day.

    In this lawsuit Pugh alleged error

by Love in mismanaging the

infection.  She focused that it was

error for him to attempt to irrigate

and debride the knee.  Her proof

indicated that at that time, Love

should have removed the knee

replacement hardware.

    Pugh’s experts were Dr. Paul

Cangemi, Orthopedics, Oxford, OH 
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Jefferson County

Negligent Security - An intoxicated woman was sexually

assaulted after exiting a Bardstown Road area bar – she

blamed the bar staff and its landlord for failing to protect

her – while prevailing at trial, the jury found her 70% at

fault for the assault - $42,259 p. 5

Truck Negligence - While the plaintiff rear-ended a large

tractor-trailer carrying fly ash near the LGE plant, she

blamed the truck for suddenly pulling into her path – a

Louisville jury was not persuaded - Defense p. 9

FELA - A rail worker sustained a biceps injury when the

cover on a truck became stuck - Defense p. 10

Auto Negligence - The plaintiff pulled from a stop sign

and in front of the defendant (a chiropractor) – the

plaintiff explained that she hadn’t seen the chiropractor

because his lights were not on - Defense p. 11

Greenup County

Medical Negligence - An orthopedist was blamed for

mismanaging a knee infection following a knee

replacement – the infection ultimately resulted in 

renal failure, the plaintiff becoming dialysis 

dependent - $6,000,000 p. 1

Boone County

Auto Negligence - The plaintiff’s foot (he was a tow

truck driver) by the defendant whose car he was towing

– a jury in Burlington assessed special damages only and

rejected pain and suffering - $93,750 p. 4

Warren County

Medical Negligence - A CRNA gave the plaintiff an

anesthesia cocktail in the wrong order in advance of a

kidney stone surgery – this caused the plaintiff to

experience a terrifying feeling that she could not breathe

– while she was not in any danger, she has since

complained of an emotional injury related to the

anesthesia snafu  - Defense p. 7

Bullitt County

Prison Medical Negligence - The plaintiff was arrested on

an outstanding “improper equipment” and lodged in the

Bullitt County Jail awaiting a $34 bond – her family came

with $35 bucks, but it wasn’t exact change – in the interim

a jail guard (nicknamed Shrek) alleged the plaintiff

attacked her – the plaintiff was then held in solitary,

dying several days later of liver failure – her estate

alleged the jail guard (Shrek) and a jail nurse 

failed to monitor and treat her medical condition -

Defense p. 8

Federal Court - Louisville

Breach of Contract - A wealthy family trust sought to

surrender the trust in the fall of 2008 and buy a new life

insurance policy as a part of a complex tax scheme – the

surrendering insurer wouldn’t surrender citing that a

form was not properly notarized – by the time the form

was notarized the market had tanked the policy had lost

some $250,000 in value – the trust presented this contract

action to recover the loss - $680,171 p. 10

Boyd County

Employment Retaliation - Five county workers were fired

right after a new county-judge executive took office – 

the workers had supported his opponent - Defense p. 11


